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ABSTRACT 
 
This senior project analyzes the stream channel and fish population survey that was 
conducted for Upper Stenner Creek on California Polytechnic State University property.  
A survey of the channel for approximately 0.25 miles of Upper Stenner Creek was 
conducted using a total station.  The survey points were then located using single 
frequency GPS.  The raw data from the survey was uploaded into GIS software and 
Excel.  Using GIS, the survey points were rendered on a high resolution aerial 
photograph of San Luis Obispo County.    The survey data that was brought into Excel 
was used to display cross sections of the stream and various pool depths.  Population 
densities for steelhead trout were mapped in GIS using data from the snorkel survey 
conducted by the Los Padres California Conservation Corps in March 2012.  Analysis of 
the average fish size and population densities were vital to determine whether or not the 
abandoned concrete diversion structure on Stenner Creek was interrupting the natural 
migration and movement through the creek system of anadromous rainbow trout 
(steelhead). 
Due to the fact that the fish population survey was conducted only once for this project, it 
will be hard to effectively determine whether or not the diversion structure is acting as a 
barrier.  Additional research and studies would be needed over a broader time scale to 
gain the needed data to accurately depict the impacts the barrier has on the natural 
migration of steelhead.  With that being said, based on the research conducted and the 
analysis of that data, it can be concluded that during the majority of the year the concrete 
diversion structure is in fact separating the upstream section of upper Stenner Creek from 
the lower section.  The reason for this is the low flow situations that are present during 
the dry months of the year.  There are a number of possibilities to solve this issue.  One 
of which would be to create a channel within the existing structure thus reducing the 
elevation change and hence requiring less water for fish to navigate.  Potential project 
plans are attached to the appendix of this report.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Stenner Creek is a tributary to San Luis Obispo Creek which drains into the ocean near 
Avila Beach.  Stenner creek is fed by a number of springs located in the higher elevations 
of the watershed.  The vast majority of Stenner creek is perennial, but there are certain 
portions that become detached during low flow periods.  During the majority of the year, 
the overland flow becomes sub-surface flow due to the changes in stream gradient and 
differing soil physical properties.  The section of stream analyzed in this report was from 
the railroad trestle that crosses Stenner Creek Road up to the abandoned concrete 
diversion structure.  In order to gain a better understanding of the hydrologic processes 
acting on the Stenner Creek watershed, various land surveying techniques were utilized.  
The resulting data was then coupled with the latest Geographic Information System (GIS) 
software packages to come up with a hydrologic model that accurately defined the 
watershed boundary.   Figure 1 shows the Stenner Creek watershed and the portion of 
Stenner Creek where the survey was conducted 
 
Figure 1. Watershed boundary and the reach that was mapped and studied. 
 
Cal Poly Campus 
Survey Site 
Highway 1 
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In addition to the stream channel survey, a fish population study was also conducted to 
determine which areas of Stenner Creek are utilized by anadromous rainbow trout 
(steelhead).    The method used to sample fish populations was a snorkel survey in which 
volunteers used a snorkel mask to look into water upstream of them in an effort to locate 
fish.   
The goal of this survey was to begin to determine if an in-stream abandoned concrete 
diversion structure is a fish passage issue and hence affecting the natural upstream 
migration of steelhead.  The diversion structure was used by Cal Poly to divert water to 
the Cheda Dairy which no longer exists.  Water is not being diverted from Stenner Creek 
from this diversion structure and has not been for a number of years.  This information is 
intended to be used as reference by an organization interested in the redesign and/or 
removal of this structure.       
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Research was conducted to determine the various methods in which to conduct a stream 
channel survey as well as fish population sampling.  Through my research, It was 
determined that there is more than one-way to conduct these surveys and assessments.  
  
Channel Survey 
When conducting a stream channel survey, there are a number of ways to accomplish this 
task.  Overall, the procedures that are to be followed depend on the method that you 
select and the particular circumstances that correspond with your site.  One method in 
particular, is the use of Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS with a base station.  The base 
station is needed to provide single reference real time corrections.  In addition to the base 
station, there is a radio unit, single or dual frequency GPS receiver, and a interface such 
as the Carlson Explorer.  According to Mr. Tom Mastin of the Bioresource and 
Agricultural Engineering department at California Polytechnic State University, the 
“RTK units could be used for the Stenner Creek channel survey but require a temporary 
base station to be set up and often times result in more of a headache than they are worth 
(Mastin 2012).” 
The second method that could be utilized is a total station.  This is a very efficient and 
accurate method to survey location and elevation fixes.  Although this method is not as 
quick as the RTK units, it could potentially be easier to work with and less of a hassle to 
set up.  Additionally, Mr. Mastin shared that using the total station would offer greater 
accuracy and was often as efficient as the RTK but required an additional step (Mastin 
2012).”  This additional step was the use of single frequency GPS to locate the desired 
traverse points of the survey.  Using a prism, the total station would calculate the distance 
and change in elevation for each point as a Northing, Easting, and Elevation value.           
 
Fish Population Survey 
Similar to the land surveying techniques, there are a number of ways in which to capture 
the fish population of a given piece of water.  Some of these methods are considered 
more invasive but none are harmful to the fish.  The more invasive techniques are often 
more accurate and reliable, but it is important to recognize the different characteristics of 
the system and also the cheapest and most efficient method in which to capture the 
desired populations. 
Perhaps one of the most invasive methods that is commonly used (again the fish are not 
being harmed in ANY way) is the use of an “Electro-Fisher” which is a backpack unit 
that disburses an electric current into the water.  This current is strong enough to stun the 
fish (causing temporary paralysis) but not strong enough to actually kill the fish.  Due to 
the fact that almost all fish have a swim bladder (a pocket of air inside their body that 
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helps them remain neutrally buoyant), they float towards the surface and allow volunteers 
to capture them in nets.  The fish can then be weighed, measured, or tagged if needed.  
Through my personal interview with Deborah Urick the lead fisheries biologist for the 
Tahoe National Forest, stated that “It was the only way to very accurately capture 98% of 
the fish population within a given creek system.”   The problem with using Electro-
fishers is that they require more manpower to conduct the survey and they can be very 
expensive.  The only agencies that have equipment for these types of surveys are the 
Department of Fish and Game, Forest Service, and other government funded 
organizations.  The procedure consists of selecting a particular reach that you are going to 
sample, referred to as a reach and is usually no more than 400 feet.  A net is placed across 
the stream at both the top and bottom of the reach to prevent fish from escaping or 
entering the survey site and skewing the results.  There is also a bit of safety training that 
is involved when dealing with electricity and water.  Rubber gloves and waders should be 
worn by anyone that is in the water when the equipment is operational.  There are several 
considerations in order to prevent an unnecessary fish kill while electrofishing.  In Table 
1 below, a list of guidelines that deal with setting up the shocker as well as other things to 
look out for according to the Alberta Fisheries Management Division.     
Table 1. Alberta Fisheries Management Division guidelines for electrofishing 
The second option for sampling fish populations is the snorkel survey.  This method is 
not invasive to the fish at all due to the fact that it is simply an observation of the fish 
population.  Depending on the size of the creek system that you are dealing with, the 
snorkel survey could be completed by a single person.  There is little equipment needed 
other than a snorkel mask, snorkel, and more often than not, a wetsuit to fend off the cold 
water temperatures.  According to Jennifer O’Neil in her article titled “Snorkel Surveys,” 
it is very important to know the target species of the survey, “The target species should 
be known and also which age class in order to determine the frequency and timing of the 
snorkel surveys” (O’Neil 2006).          
Figure 2. Conducting a snorkel survey 
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After considering the methods in which to complete the desired surveys for this project, 
one of each of the methods was chosen based on the time needed to organize and or carry 
out the required procedures as well as the cost associated with each.  Due to the fact that 
there was no funding for my research I was lucky to have free use of the Bioresource and 
Agricultural Engineering Department’s surveying equipment.  In addition, the Los Padres 
California Conservation Corps had available funding for a snorkel survey to be 
conducted, and used Stenner Creek as a training session for a couple of the Watershed 
Stewards Program members. 
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PROCEDURES & METHODS 
 
Channel Survey 
 
Land Surveying. 
After much insight from my advisor, a Leica TCR-407 Total Station was chosen to 
survey the cross sections and longitudinal profile of the project reach on upper Stenner 
Creek.  With the total station, accuracy to 0.02 ft. is obtained very easily.  The Leica is 
equipped with an infrared light source and it was used with the implementation of a 
prism.  A prism is simply a reflective surface that bounces the laser back to the total 
station and so relaying vital horizontal angle and distance information.  For efficiency, a 
Carlson Surveyor data logger was used to store all of the data from the survey.  The data 
logger was connected to the total station with a data cable, and stores the point’s 
Northing, Easting, and Elevation along with an assigned point I.D.  This data was 
exported into a text file for later use.     
Once set up on the first traverse point, it was necessary to back-sight (and foresight) the 
next traverse point in order to relate my location to point two as well as eventually check 
for error in measurements.  This would be repeated at every new traverse point that the 
instrument was set up on.  When set at traverse point locations, the cross sectional data 
could be collected.  To obtain a representative sample of each cross section there were a 
number of points that needed to be captured.  Points needed to be taken along the 
floodplain, top of bank, center of channel, and any major elevation change within the 
cross section.  It was very important to maintain perpendicular lines to the flow as 
possible for best results.  Approximately 25 cross sections were taken over 0.25 miles of 
upper Stenner Creek. The primary focus of the channel survey was to capture gradient 
changes and channel width.  This data would be used for determining the channel 
characteristics as well as locating the sites that were defined during the fish population 
surveys.   
Although the total station surveys are very accurate, traverse points needed to be 
referenced to a well-known and defined datum in order to be rendered using GIS software 
or CAD programs.  The most efficient and reliable way to achieve highly accurate 
location data is to use single or dual frequency GPS units.  The units that were used were 
the Trimble LS4600 single frequency unit and the procedure for collecting the data is 
very simple but specific to these units.   Simply set up a tripod over the point you want to 
locate, once this was done, the Trimble GPS unit and the rod were placed into the tripod.  
Ensuring that the rod was level in the tri-pod, simply push start on the unit.  The same 
process was repeated for the next point.  Once the second unit was turned on, it would 
acquire approximately 4-6 satellites for a period of 20-25 minutes.   It was very important 
not to move the first unit until the second unit had collected enough data (signified by the 
blinking light on the unit).  This meant that there were two GPS units in communication 
with approximately 6 satellites at all times.   This is called the rapid static process, which 
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required that the data be processed after the points were collected.  Due to the 
surrounding terrain and overhead obstructions, a number of the traverse points took much 
longer than is standard to obtain the necessary information.  The data was processed by 
Mr. Tom Mastin using Ashtech GNSS Solutions.  At this point, the raw data was then 
able to be tied to Continuous GPS (CGPS) located nearby on the Cal Poly campus.  
“USLO” is the CGPS station on campus and was used to obtain State Plane Zone 5 
coordinates based on NAD 83 (US Feet).  This allowed for corrections to be made and 
ensured accuracy.   Figure 2 below shows the GPS units that were used in the location of 
the traverse points. 
 
Figure 3. GPS location using Trimble LS4600 single frequency GPS units  
ArcMap10. 
The survey data that was brought into Excel could then be used within a Geographic 
Information System (GIS).  The program that was selected for GIS mapping was 
ArcMap10, which is a version of ArcGIS produced by ESRI.  GIS and more particular, 
ArcGIS, is a system that allows the user to organize, interpret, and accurately display data 
based on geographic knowledge of the area.  The process is relatively simple and can be 
tweaked to accommodate any need.  The data from the Carlson Surveyor was exported to 
a text file using Carlson X-Port utility which converted a compressed data format to a 
simple text format.  Within ArcMap, existing databases such as asurface model from the 
SLO County Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (IFSAR) scan, and high resolution 
aerial orthophotographs were used to create a new database that was project specific.  All 
databases that were created or that existed were used as “layers” and are capable of being 
turned off and on for different views.  The first task was to determine the watershed size 
that encompassed Stenner Creek.  In order to do this, the Pour Point Tool was selected 
using the search menu, and placed at a selected location to act as the outlet for the 
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watershed.  From that point, the county IFSAR scan was used with a specific set of tools 
within ArcMap to determine exact watershed boundary.  The first of which was the Flow 
Direction Tool, this tool was also found using the select menu and used the IFSAR data 
to analyze the hydrologic tendencies of the region.  Theoretical water flow scenarios are 
generated automatically to determine the concentration of water based on the topography 
of the area.  The next tool that was used was the Flow Accumulation Tool, which applied 
the Flow Direction Tool results to derive the flow accumulation as it related to the Pour 
Point that was selected.  Once this was completed, the next step was to use the Watershed 
Tool to incorporate all of the previous processes and generate a watershed boundary.   
The determined watershed boundary was used to calculate runoff that would act on 
Stenner Creek during a storm.        
 
In addition to using the tools to determine a watershed boundary, ArcMap was very 
useful when displaying all of the survey points that were taken using the total station.  
The coordinate system used for the corrected GPS was selected within ArcMap and all of 
the total station points that were uploaded were located based on the NAD 83 State Plane 
coordinates California Zone 5.  Once the survey points were displayed on ArcMap, an 
orthophotograph base map was then added as a layer to make the survey site easy to 
visualize.  The map that was used was a high resolution aerial orthophoto taken of SLO 
County in 2011.  Coupled with the SLO County IFSAR scan, an additional tool was 
applied to give the high resolution aerial the look of being three dimensional.  The 
Hillshade Effect Tool, used the IFSAR data and aerial imagery and “created” a three 
dimensional surface.  Although the tools used are very useful in creating an accurate 
watershed boundary, sometimes the results are a little off.  As shown below, the upper 
right hand side of the boundary does not follow the ridge exactly but will be considered 
as adequate for this report.   Figure 3 below shows determined watershed boundary and 
the IFSAR/aerial imagery at 50% transparency.   See attached appendix for all GIS 
generated maps.   
 
Figure 4. Hillshade effect with semi-transparent aerial and IFSAR layers 
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Fish Population Sampling 
 
The California Conservation Corps organized and conducted the fish population sampling 
and the method chosen to use was a snorkel survey.  The snorkel survey was organized 
by Meredith Hardy and supervised by Nick Fornella.  For the 0.25 mile project reach and 
the 0.25 mile reach above the concrete diversion structure, there were approximately 33 
sampling “units” that were established.  The units were defined by the habitat type such 
as pool and riffle sections.  Wetsuits were worn for the survey due to the cold-water 
temperatures.  Using a standard snorkel mask, 3 volunteers lie in the creek and look 
upstream into the deeper pools in order to non-invasively capture the amount and species 
of fish utilizing the unit.  The fish that were spotted were recorded on the field data sheet.  
The data that was collected was displayed in ArcMap.  Each of the units was located via 
handheld TOPCON GPS.  These locations were automatically saved onto a map that was 
created within the TOPCON unit.  This map was then brought into ArcMap to digitize the 
data.  The resulting map made it clear to see what types of habitat steelhead are using and 
the location.  The desired outcome was to be able to use the maps to determine the impact 
of the concrete diversion structure on the upstream migration of steelhead as well as 
relate the larger fish populations to particular stream-bed characteristics found in Stenner 
Creek. The population densities and average fish size were displayed using ArcMap and 
were assigned a circle symbol.  They were also assigned a graduated circle size based on 
the number and size of fish in that unit.  This meant that the more fish in the unit or larger 
average size, resulted in a larger dot on the map.  See attached appendix for actual data 
sheet from the fish population survey and the corresponding GIS map.  Figure 5 below 
shows the concrete diversion structure on upper Stenner Creek.  See attached appendix 
for fish population data forms. 
. 
Figure 5.  Abandoned concrete diversion structure on upper Stenner Creek 
8 ft 
Slope Distance = 10 ft. 
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Figure 6 below shows the population sampling sites or “units” on upper Stenner Creek 
that were collected during the population sampling conducted by the CCC. 
 
 
Figure 6.  Fish population survey sites 
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RESULTS 
 
From the tools utilized within ArcMap10, the total watershed area for upper Stenner 
Creek (from the train trestle upstream to the headwaters) was 2,694 acres or 4.21 square 
miles.  This is a relatively small watershed when considered against the Sacramento 
River drainage area or other large river system.  From the stream channel survey, we are 
able to see exactly what the streambed characteristics were.  Portions of the survey points 
from the total station are shown below along with an example of the cross sections in 
Excel.  See Figure 7 below for the map that was produced to use as reference when 
analyzing the fish population data.   
 
Figure 7. Survey points along Stenner Creek 
For example, the yellow dot below (arbitrarily named “Weir Pool 2”) that is pointed out 
by the arrow in Figure 10 represents a fairly large steelhead population.  When the survey 
Stenner Creek Rd, 
Cal Poly San Luis 
Obispo, Ca 
Cal Poly Campus 
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points that correspond to the location of the fish population are referenced, it offers a 
view of the potential habitat that exists there.     
Table 1.  Cross sectional data for cross section 14 
Horizontal Distance (ft) Elevation (ft) 
0.0 391.4 
12.4 390.5 
17.7 388.9 
23.2 388.2 
27.0 387.7 
30.0 387.8 
31.5 388.8 
35.7 389.7 
35.2 390.9 
 
 
Figure 8. Graph of cross section 14 
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Figure 9.  Fish population site of interest 
On the next page, is the cross section generated for this particular area of Stenner Creek.  
It is easy to see that portions of this cross section are relatively deep.  With deeper water 
comes cooler temperatures which is directly related to the amount of dissolved oxygen in 
the water.  Fish also need to have deeper water and in-stream structure for protection.  the 
deeper the water, the lower the temperature and higher dissolved oxygen content.     
In addition, a picture of the “Weir Pool 2” was taken to relate the cross section to the 
actual site.  The generated graph is from right to left on the picture.  The high spot on the 
left side of the graph is the boulder that is seen on the left hand side of the photo.  The 
graph ends behind the right boulder at the edge of the water.   The blue line in the graph 
represents the water level and the red dashed line in the picture is the location and 
orientation of the cross section.   
 
 
“Weir Pool 2” 
 
 14 
 
 
Cross 
Section 
Line 
 
Figure 10.  Excel generated cross section of Weir Pool 2 
 
Figure 11. Site photo of Weir Pool 2 and cross section location 
 
Existing Water Level 
Cross Section Location 
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The above process was repeated using the Excel generated cross sections and the fish 
population density map below (Figure 12) for any of the units that were utilized by more 
than 7 steelhead.  These areas were assumed to be the ideal locations due to the 
abundance of fish.  Furthermore, to gain a better understanding of the different age 
classes of the fish that resided in Stenner Creek, a map was generated in the same way 
that the population density map was created.  Instead of digitizing the population, the 
average size of the fish in each unit was entered.  With this visual aid, I was able to 
determine by comparing the population density and size distribution maps side by side  
that larger fish, and more of them were utilizing particular areas in Stenner Creek.  The 
average fish size data was included with the CCC field forms attached.  See figure 13 for 
the average fish size for each unit.     
 
Figure 12. Fish population density map 
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Cross Section Surveyed 
 
Figure 13. Average fish size for each unit 
Overall, what was found through these surveys and site observations is that there is a 
equally distributed steelhead population on Stenner Creek.  As speculated, the greatest 
populations were in the deeper pools created by the series of rock weirs just downstream 
of the diversion structure.  Surprisingly, there was a good distribution of fish upstream of 
the structure as well.  The fish above the diversion structure lacked population densities 
but were generally the same size or bigger than the fish below the structure.  In addition 
to the maps that were generated by ArcMap for the average fish size and densities, there 
are maps that would allow a watershed or land manager to conduct hydrologic 
assessments of the area.  It could also be concluded that the higher population densities 
and larger fish are found in the deeper pools of Stenner Creek like that of Weir Pool 2.  
As stated earlier, this deeper water provides for cooler water temperatures and higher 
dissolved oxygen levels. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Although my plan was to conduct as rather lengthy hydrologic assessment of the study 
area, it quickly proved to be too daunting of a task.  To finish an assessment of that type 
would take years.  Data would need to be gathered consistently and accurately for a 
number of different variables.  The first of which would be the consistent monitoring of 
the fish within the system.  This would require consistent fish population sampling.    
Furthermore, all of the data that was collected was a single point in time.  As mentioned 
above, there would need to be a number of snorkel surveys during different parts of the 
year in order to effectively determine what effect the structure has on upstream migration 
of fish.  
The survey data that was collected is a good start in beginning to understand the 
hydrologic tendencies of Stenner Creek.  For instance, determining the different flow 
regimes that the creek experiences throughout the year.  This would be helpful in 
determining the amount of precipitation that is required to make the diversion structure 
passable for all age classes of fish. Through the implementation of various hydrologic 
equations, such as Manning’s Equation used for determining open channel flow, you 
would easily be able to determine the amount of water (in inches from a storm) that 
would need to fall on the given watershed size to produce the desired height of water for 
fish passage over the shoulder of the concrete apron.  Additionally, Manning’s Equation 
could be used to also calculate the estimated velocity (feet per second) of the calculated 
flow rate (cubic feet per second).  It is one thing to have enough water coming over the 
diversion structure but if the velocity of the water is so high that fish cant swim against it, 
then it is still considered impassible.  There needs to be plenty of water but at low 
velocities in order for the structure to be considered passable.  There would also need to 
be a lot of water quality data collected in order to define just how much dissolved oxygen 
was in the water at a given time, the temperature of the water at different times of the 
year and at different depths in the water column.  Only at this point will we be able to 
establish what type of habitat is being utilized by the fish in Stenner Creek.   
The data that is collected in terms of fish population and size, would be extremely helpful 
in producing an accurate as possible representation of what time of year and what areas 
are utilized by the most fish on a yearly average.  The mimicking of these found habitats 
would maximize the utilization of Stenner Creek by both spawning and juvenile 
steelhead.    
Soil information for the area would also be useful, perhaps helping to determine the 
reason behind the sub-surface flow that becomes evident during the summer months.  
Soil information will also help to determine how vulnerable the stream banks and flood 
plane are to erosion and deformation.  For instance, given a soil that has a high porosity, 
it lacks the structure needed to stand up to erosion and will wash away more rapidly than 
that of a soil with fewer pore spaces.  The more erosion that is seen during high flow 
regimes, results in higher sediment loading and increased channelization of the creek.   
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 RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Based on the analysis of the various data that I collected, it seems that the concrete 
diversion structure on Upper Stenner Creek is acting as a fish passage barrier for 
anadromous rainbow trout for the majority of the year.  Due to the drastic change in 
elevation from the creek above the diversion structure to the weir pools below, makes 
fish passage impossible at a number of different flow regimes.  Theoretically, when the 
volume of water is large enough to provide a depth adequate for fish passage over the 
“apron” of the structure, the velocity will be too high.  To mitigate this, I feel as though 
the concrete diversion structure could be redesigned cheaply and efficiently.  This would 
result in s project that would cost less money and require less permitting than the removal 
of the structure entirely.   
By simply reducing the elevation change that was mentioned, it will reduce the amount of 
water needed which also results in lower velocities.  This allows for almost all age classes 
of fish to move throughout the system freely.  The Land Conservancy of San Luis Obispo 
County has done the preliminary design work for the modification discussed above.  The 
entire project plan that was proposed is attached in the appendix.  I feel that the right 
agency could take charge on this project and conduct the necessary studies to determine 
the effect of the concrete diversion structure on upstream migration of steelhead.  If 
through their comprehensive study, they have similar findings as my survey, then there 
would be a need for the redesign of the structure.  Using what the Land Conservancy has 
already designed and my surveying data, and engineering firm could easily design a very 
effective system. 
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How Project Meets Requirements for the ASM Major 
ASM Project Requirements - The ASM senior project must include a problem solving experience that 
incorporates the application of technology and the organizational skills of business and management, and 
quantitative, analytical problem solving.  
Application of agricultural 
technology 
This project will encompass the use of various devices to accurately survey 
the landscape and asses water quality. 
Application of business 
and/or management skills 
This project will require exceptional management skills in the areas of water 
resources, fisheries management, and water quality management   
Quantitative, analytical 
problem solving 
Quantitative problem solving will include the interpretation of collected data 
from surveying and water testing to determine the overall quality of the 
creek in terms of anadromous fish species.    
 
 
Capstone Project Experience - The ASM senior project must incorporate knowledge and skills 
acquired in earlier coursework (Major, Support and/or GE courses). 
Incorporates 
knowledge/skills from 
earlier coursework 
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Technical Writing, 142 Environmental 
Management, 203 Ag Systems Analysis, 237 Engineering Surveying, 306 
Natural Resource Ecology & Habitat, 321 Ag Safety, 340 Irrigation 
Management, 342 Ag Materials, 343 Mechanical Systems Analysis, 
418/419 Ag Systems Management, 432 Agricultural Buildings 
ASM Approach - Agricultural Systems Management involves the development of solutions to 
technological, business or management problems associated with agricultural or related industries.  A 
systems approach, interdisciplinary experience, and agricultural training in specialized areas are common 
features of this type of problem solving.  (insert N/A for any area not applicable to this project) 
Systems approach This project encompasses the knowledge of hydrology, natural resource 
management, and overall water quality. 
Interdisciplinary features The project involves aspects of fisheries management and GIS/GPS 
systems 
Specialized agricultural 
knowledge 
This project applies specialized knowledge in the area of watershed 
management, fisheries biology, hydrology, and precision surveying  
 
Project Parameters 
1.  This project will provide a clear and relevant assessment of the fish habitat in upper Stenner Creek. 
2.  This project is not meant to be used in place of a DFG habitat assessment.   
3.  All surveying equipment will be borrowed from the BRAE department and returned upon completion 
of data acquisition. 
   4. The surveying and GIS rendering will be completed as close to industry standards as possible  
 
List of Tasks and Time Estimate 
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TASK 
Research water sampling methods in terms of water quality 
Research surveying methods as applied to stream assessment  
Preparation of 461 report 
Site visits/Surveying and water sampling 
Data acquisition and compilation  
Input data into Excel and GIS 
Determine a viable conclusion and suggestion for the project 
Preparation of final written report 
Prepare posters for poster session (2) 
TOTAL 
Hours 
15 
15 
30 
60 
30 
15 
5 
20 
_10_ 
200 
Financial Responsibility 
Preliminary estimate of project costs: $    
Finances approved by (signature of Project Sponsor):    
Final Report Due:        Spring 2012  Number of Copies: 3 
Approval Signatures Date 
 Student:        
 Proj. Supervisor:        
 Department Head:        
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APPENDIX C 
 
Fish Population Sampling Field Data Sheets 
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Excel Generated Cross Sections 
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Land Conservancy of San Luis Obispo County Project Plan 
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Point ID Easting Northing Elevation 
Cross 
Section 
I.D. 
1 5762374.104 2313848.849 382.29   
2 5762401.457 2313924.424 385.7   
3 5762436.271 2314025.229 391.28   
4 5762566.088 2314289.76 409.93   
5 5762630.087 2314357.558 412.73   
6 5762707.501 2314440.397 409.99   
7 5762736.656 2314484.175 408.59   
8 5762799.976 2314569.773 407.4   
9 5762914.425 2314674.138 410.86   
51 5762374.104 2313848.849 382.29   
52 5762401.457 2313924.424 385.7   
53 5762436.271 2314025.229 391.28   
54 5762566.088 2314289.76 409.93   
55 5762630.087 2314357.558 412.73   
56 5762707.501 2314440.397 409.99   
57 5762736.656 2314484.175 408.59   
58 5762799.976 2314569.773 407.4   
59 5762914.425 2314674.138 410.86   
100 5762335.029 2313805.864 377.7223 A1 
101 5762332.465 2313806.513 375.5168 A2 
102 5762331.77 2313809.206 375.4916 A3 
103 5762326.269 2313806.554 374.133 A4 
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104 5762345.47 2313837.938 379.2506 B1 
105 5762329.429 2313833.146 377.9167 B2 
106 5762326.51 2313832.021 375.7878 B3 
107 5762325.857 2313830.818 375.3888 B4 
108 5762321.436 2313829.76 374.6337 B5 
109 5762317.671 2313827.696 375.4995 B6 
110 5762316.667 2313828.384 377.4604 B7 
111 5762317.207 2313828.968 376.4405 B8 
112 5762342.631 2313871.005 380.0046 C1 
113 5762330.561 2313862.955 379.754 C2 
114 5762324.842 2313855.211 378.413 C3 
115 5762322.68 2313855.545 376.7602 C4 
116 5762318.221 2313855.032 375.9649 C5 
117 5762314.396 2313855.098 375.6423 C6 
118 5762311.275 2313854.846 376.6523 C7 
119 5762349.203 2313911.471 383.5495 D1 
120 5762336.052 2313908.392 383.4075 D2 
121 5762325.249 2313906.129 382.1044 D3 
122 5762322.526 2313906.766 379.3722 D4 
123 5762319.138 2313906.569 379.1123 D5 
124 5762315.126 2313906.093 379.5161 D6 
125 5762308.183 2313905.505 380.8565 D7 
126 5762353.053 2313939.335 383.7913 E1 
127 5762328.24 2313941.228 382.9602 E2 
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128 5762324.091 2313941.648 381.0519 E3 
129 5762320.753 2313941.596 380.296 E4 
130 5762316.606 2313941.37 379.4143 E5 
131 5762313.312 2313940.669 380.8772 E6 
132 5762356.817 2313950.362 384.1456 F1 
133 5762334.974 2313959.281 383.8795 F2 
134 5762326.299 2313962.665 381.72 F3 
135 5762320.29 2313965.449 383.8548 F4 
136 5762317.149 2313969.125 384.0815 F5 
137 5762305.003 2313973.675 384.1952 F6 
138 5762305.03 2313973.732 381.4281 F7 
139 5762294.953 2313976.81 379.5556 F8 
140 5762284.224 2313977.4 380.182 F9 
141 5762282.437 2313987.397 379.7649 G1 
142 5762283.191 2313979.334 380.3911 G2 
143 5762278.965 2313972.092 380.8111 G3 
144 5762272.326 2313983.813 381.0653 G4 
145 5762364.628 2314012.958 386.3356 H1 
146 5762352.825 2314012.321 386.4017 H2 
147 5762336.658 2314011.517 386.0609 H3 
148 5762336.289 2314010.876 382.7943 H4 
149 5762361.032 2314013.245 383.3201 H5 
150 5762316.386 2314007.41 382.6936 H6 
151 5762291.677 2314003.637 381.372 H7 
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152 5762287.057 2314002.522 379.2408 H8 
153 5762284.885 2314001.778 380.7572 H9 
154 5762373.106 2314037.45 383.5248 H10 
155 5762384.048 2314059.289 384.5733 H11 
156 5762380.293 2314069.765 384.6368 I1 
157 5762378.208 2314072.378 384.5925 I2 
158 5762372.567 2314078.904 383.5469 I3 
159 5762368.394 2314081.983 383.0789 I4 
160 5762365.886 2314085.603 381.9396 I5 
161 5762358.914 2314088.897 381.8118 I6 
162 5762353.858 2314088.049 381.6226 I7 
163 5762353.098 2314094.493 382.691 I8 
164 5762352.405 2314098.232 383.5155 I9 
165 5762407.169 2314081.121 385.3721 J1 
166 5762393.368 2314101.155 385.1867 J2 
167 5762389.929 2314107.956 383.4358 J3 
168 5762388.179 2314112.368 384.8848 J4 
169 5762384.95 2314116.63 383.9248 J5 
170 5762383.96 2314119.284 382.2489 J6 
171 5762378.752 2314126.471 381.6875 J7 
172 5762376.807 2314131.956 382.2668 J8 
173 5762375.135 2314134.246 384.2745 J9 
174 5762516.867 2314271.599 389.3611 K1 
175 5762506.309 2314286.021 387.4748 K2 
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176 5762505.073 2314292.997 387.4156 K3 
177 5762507.104 2314300.092 385.6149 K4 
178 5762503.981 2314307.969 385.8461 K5 
179 5762497.015 2314311.589 386.9078 K6 
180 5762533.591 2314306.519 388.96 L1 
181 5762530.333 2314312.769 387.8131 L2 
182 5762528.6 2314316.137 387.1802 L3 
183 5762527.204 2314320.993 387.1538 L4 
184 5762525.696 2314322.931 385.9517 L5 
185 5762522.601 2314325.075 385.4941 L6 
186 5762520.347 2314328.906 386.0927 L7 
187 5762515.735 2314332.536 387.5422 L8 
188 5762544.412 2314323.747 389.3872 M1 
189 5762543.334 2314326.306 388.7428 M2 
190 5762541.046 2314330.512 387.4877 M3 
191 5762538.719 2314334.168 387.5844 M4 
192 5762536.817 2314341.137 386.1585 M5 
193 5762534.229 2314346.336 386.4887 M6 
194 5762533.386 2314348.531 387.484 M7 
195 5762532.01 2314354.997 388.4393 M8 
196 5762598.524 2314381.08 391.4485 N1 
197 5762598.283 2314393.505 390.4878 N2 
198 5762595.201 2314398.456 388.9101 N3 
199 5762592.115 2314403.376 388.2018 N4 
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200 5762589.457 2314406.495 387.6986 N5 
201 5762585.157 2314407.887 387.7822 N6 
202 5762584.705 2314409.442 388.8406 N7 
203 5762581.227 2314412.302 389.6985 N8 
204 5762615.037 2314412.126 390.9196 N9 
205 5762615.047 2314412.096 390.8369 O1 
206 5762612.927 2314417.728 388.6005 O2 
207 5762612.674 2314424.898 387.8599 O3 
208 5762612.532 2314430.511 388.504 O4 
209 5762612.613 2314433.381 389.5161 O5 
210 5762648.624 2314425.805 393.2702 P1 
211 5762649.824 2314432.045 392.1358 P2 
212 5762651.637 2314443.826 391.5202 P3 
213 5762652.293 2314454.491 390.2808 P4 
214 5762653.046 2314461.058 390.1763 P5 
215 5762655.486 2314473.83 390.6749 P6 
216 5762656.249 2314478.472 391.5388 P7 
217 5762683.206 2314456.972 396.4872 Q1 
218 5762678.463 2314462.88 395.9641 Q2 
219 5762672.945 2314470.809 390.5274 Q3 
220 5762674.965 2314465.816 394.3888 Q4 
221 5762667.097 2314475.322 390.3909 Q5 
222 5762663.408 2314479.929 390.57 Q6 
223 5762659.705 2314486.377 391.7853 Q7 
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224 5762687.687 2314484.858 390.6739 R1 
225 5762684.506 2314495.328 390.8455 R2 
226 5762680.797 2314502.283 390.6527 R3 
227 5762677.92 2314503.023 392.063 R4 
228 5762723.66 2314501.253 398.6672 S1 
229 5762718.544 2314504.876 397.0161 S2 
230 5762714.924 2314508.222 394.8206 S3 
231 5762709.98 2314512.578 391.0896 S4 
232 5762705.309 2314514.47 390.5683 S5 
233 5762702.021 2314518.315 391.1711 S6 
234 5762699.354 2314521.832 391.989 S7 
235 5762696.408 2314524.957 392.3241 S8 
236 5762735.616 2314529.081 396.8677 S9 
237 5762733.773 2314525.182 396.9322 T1 
238 5762729.29 2314528.715 396.7937 T2 
239 5762726.711 2314532.973 391.5227 T3 
240 5762724.097 2314536.021 391.3492 T4 
241 5762720.573 2314539.245 392.0111 T5 
242 5762717.703 2314541.878 392.5083 T6 
243 5762714.672 2314544.448 392.8837 T7 
244 5762710.445 2314549.85 393.0776 T8 
245 5762708.88 2314553.552 395.547 T9 
246 5762735.224 2314541.234 392.4929 U1 
247 5762727.15 2314550.005 392.2093 U2 
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248 5762725.362 2314555.978 392.5132 U3 
249 5762751.705 2314538.446 398.9003 U4 
250 5762754.235 2314537.222 399.7979 U5 
251 5762758.487 2314533.612 403.1847 U6 
252 5762762.976 2314530.449 407.2449 U7 
253 5762759.586 2314558.768 394.993 U8 
254 5762759.813 2314557.55 395.3666 V1 
255 5762756.969 2314565.075 394.5143 V2 
256 5762754.065 2314574.985 393.862 V3 
257 5762752.91 2314579.193 394.1394 V4 
258 5762752.26 2314584.036 394.6742 V5 
259 5762750.649 2314584.779 398.7675 V6 
260 5762787.201 2314581.372 396.5281 V7 
261 5762784.407 2314584.629 394.6572 W2 
262 5762781.446 2314588.872 394.4346 W3 
263 5762779.5 2314592.547 394.9225 W4 
264 5762773.345 2314601.094 396.0192 W5 
265 5762761.925 2314603.091 398.8158 W6 
266 5762749.327 2314613.238 403.6788 W7 
267 5762881.026 2314658.802 403.8888 W8 
268 5762849.622 2314645.539 400.876 X1 
269 5762846.912 2314648.989 400.992 X2 
270 5762844.646 2314655.92 400.5207 X3 
271 5762860.065 2314647.027 402.1127 X4 
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272 5762861.201 2314653.39 401.4153 X5 
273 5762860.226 2314655.524 396.44 X6 
274 5762857.303 2314659.39 397.7226 X7 
275 5762855.038 2314661.82 401.7222 X8 
276 5762869.115 2314662.068 402.7986 X9 
277 5762881.274 2314658.446 403.9156 Y2 
278 5762879.204 2314664.23 401.7953 Y3 
279 5762874.839 2314670.796 403.1288 Y4 
280 5762873.734 2314672.75 404.3693 Y5 
281 5762889.851 2314666.147 404.0725 Y6 
282 5762887.534 2314672.597 401.4544 Y7 
283 5762887.275 2314676.55 402.882 Y8 
284 5762892.813 2314671.077 406.9877 Y9 
285 5762898.822 2314677.372 404.6838 Y10 
286 5762905.83 2314677.827 405.2628 Y11 
287 5762903.61 2314682.728 403.9432 Y12 
288 5762899.125 2314687.703 405.7486 Y13 
289 5762906.962 2314684.629 406.0177 Y14 
290 5762912.202 2314685.205 405.619 Y15 
291 5762908.514 2314688.704 405.6643 Y16 
292 5762906.505 2314693.761 406.4075 Y17 
293 5762913.457 2314700.147 409.0145 Y18 
294 5762916.823 2314697.047 408.957 Y19 
295 5762919.887 2314694.37 405.3664 Y20 
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Raw File> 
C:\Users\tmastin\Documents\projects\AdamButler\StennerCreek
Modified.rw5Thu 
Note 
JB,NMStenner Creek Survey,DT04-20-2012,TM22:53:47 
MO,AD0,UN2,SF1.00000000,EC0,EO0.0,AU0 
SurvCE Version 2.58 
CRD: Alphanumeric 
CA 5 NAD83 
Instrument 
TS Scale: 1.00000000 
Scale Point not used 
EDM Mode: Standard 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
999 2313924.424 5762401.457 385.7000 house 
Note 
P.C. mm Applied: -11.3000 (Leica 360:backsight) 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
99 2313848.849 5762374.104 382.2900 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
99 999 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 99 999 AR 0.0000 80.394 87.5625 house 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD7071.068, Z100.000 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD80.342, Z3.689 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD-6990.726, Z-96.311 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 99 A1 AR 202.2230 58.339 95.1645 
SS 99 A2 AR 204.3740 59.862 97.1605 
SS 99 A3 AR 206.5900 58.494 97.2750 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 7.750 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 99 A4 AR 208.3715 64.144 95.2820 
SS 99 B1 AR 229.1440 30.659 91.5205 
SS 99 B2 AR 230.4415 47.412 92.4915 
SS 99 B3 AR 230.3750 50.678 95.0305 
SS 99 B4 AR 229.3640 51.735 95.2330 
SS 99 B5 AR 230.1050 56.302 95.4330 
SS 99 B6 AR 229.3320 60.454 94.3025 
SS 99 B7 AR 230.2930 61.038 92.3710 
SS 99 B8 AR 230.5035 60.391 93.3700 
SS 99 C1 AR 285.1450 38.490 90.2155 
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SS 99 C2 AR 268.0310 45.774 90.3715 
SS 99 C3 AR 257.2745 49.705 92.0705 
SS 99 C4 AR 257.3120 51.975 93.5100 
SS 99 C5 AR 256.2500 56.387 94.2130 
SS 99 C6 AR 256.0440 60.211 94.2320 
SS 99 C7 AR 255.3320 63.217 93.1545 
Note 
OC,OP99,N 4943.18970,E 4943.18970,EL96.311,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 7.750 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
99 999 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
Page 1 of 11 
BD 99 999 AR 0.0000 80.393 87.5620 house 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD80.342, Z100.000 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD80.341, Z97.162 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD-0.001, Z-2.838 
OC,OP999,N 5000.00000,E 5000.00000,EL100.000,--house 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 4.920 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
999 99 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 999 99 AR 0.0000 80.458 92.5700 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD80.342, Z96.311 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD80.351, Z96.649 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.009, Z0.339 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 999 D1 AR 56.1050 53.916 93.0735 
SS 999 D2 AR 56.1950 67.412 92.3715 
SS 999 D3 AR 56.3615 78.496 93.1210 
SS 999 D4 AR 57.2935 81.195 95.0145 
SS 999 D5 AR 57.5155 84.556 95.0020 
SS 999 D6 AR 58.0655 88.531 94.3105 
SS 999 D7 AR 58.3815 95.340 93.2315 
SS 999 E1 AR 87.1330 50.721 93.0300 
SS 999 E2 AR 83.0145 75.204 92.4125 
SS 999 E3 AR 82.3915 79.446 93.5530 
SS 999 E4 AR 82.0655 82.743 94.1735 
SS 999 E5 AR 81.2350 86.815 94.4030 
SS 999 E6 AR 80.3245 89.805 93.3500 
SS 999 F1 AR 100.1540 51.682 92.3600 
SS 999 F2 AR 97.4615 75.112 91.5930 
SS 999 F3 AR 97.0415 84.462 93.1415 
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SS 999 F4 AR 96.5500 90.984 91.3935 
SS 999 F5 AR 98.0210 95.456 91.2645 
SS 999 F6 AR 97.0910 108.325 91.1250 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 7.750 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 999 F7 AR 97.1110 108.326 91.1050 
SS 999 F8 AR 96.1740 118.761 91.5850 
SS 999 F9 AR 94.2515 128.694 91.3255 
SS 999 G1 AR 97.5910 134.709 91.3925 
SS 999 G2 AR 95.0030 130.433 91.2610 
SS 999 G3 AR 91.2200 131.471 91.1430 
SS 999 G4 AR 94.4805 142.157 91.0245 
Note 
OC,OP999,N 5000.00000,E 5000.00000,EL100.000,--house 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 7.750 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
999 99 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 999 99 AR 0.0000 80.457 92.5540 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD80.342, Z96.311 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD80.352, Z93.850 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.010, Z-2.460 
Page 2 of 11 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
3 2314025.229 5762436.271 391.2800 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 4.620 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
3 999 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 3 999 AR 0.0000 106.773 93.0910 house 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z100.000 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.611, Z95.218 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP3,N 5000.00000,E 4893.38882,EL104.782,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 4.620 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
3 99 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 3 99 AR 0.0000 106.772 93.0910 
Note 
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Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD75.548, Z96.311 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.610, Z100.000 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD31.062, Z3.690 
OC,OP3,N 5000.00000,E 4893.38882,EL104.782,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 4.620 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
3 999 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 3 999 AR 0.0000 106.773 93.0905 house 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD106.611, Z100.000 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.611, Z100.003 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.003 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 3 H1 AR 61.1340 72.936 94.4445 
SS 3 H2 AR 62.0915 84.649 94.0235 
SS 3 H3 AR 63.0635 100.750 93.3525 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 7.750 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 3 H4 AR 62.4640 101.212 93.3905 
SS 3 H5 AR 61.5350 76.417 94.2635 
SS 3 H6 AR 62.2935 121.379 93.0530 
SS 3 H7 AR 62.2715 146.409 93.0450 
SS 3 H8 AR 62.1740 151.263 93.4725 
SS 3 H9 AR 62.0830 153.426 93.1010 
SS 3 H10 AR 81.5350 64.590 95.0435 
SS 3 H11 AR 104.0335 62.523 94.1650 
SS 3 I1 AR 109.2710 71.681 93.4055 
SS 3 I2 AR 110.0130 74.940 93.3320 
SS 3 I3 AR 111.0350 83.496 93.5435 
SS 3 I4 AR 110.5050 88.692 93.5900 
SS 3 I5 AR 111.3410 93.018 94.3005 
SS 3 I6 AR 110.2410 100.463 94.1425 
SS 3 I7 AR 108.1550 103.905 94.1215 
SS 3 I8 AR 110.4400 108.435 93.2745 
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SS 3 I9 AR 111.5910 111.336 92.5650 
SS 3 J1 AR 133.2630 63.133 93.3045 
SS 3 J2 AR 131.2840 87.303 92.3940 
SS 3 J3 AR 131.4125 95.000 93.3010 
SS 3 J4 AR 132.0310 99.624 92.3020 
SS 3 J5 AR 131.3800 104.958 92.5410 
SS 3 J6 AR 131.5155 107.850 93.4300 
SS 3 J7 AR 131.2040 116.685 93.4240 
SS 3 J8 AR 131.4920 122.373 93.1600 
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SS 3 J9 AR 131.3950 125.088 92.1630 
Note 
OC,OP3,N 5000.00000,E 4893.38882,EL104.782,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.710 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
3 999 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 3 999 AR 0.0000 106.773 93.0920 house 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD106.611, Z100.000 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.611, Z99.705 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z-0.295 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
4 2314289.760 5762566.088 409.9300 
InstHt RodHt 
5.460 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
4 3 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 4 3 AR 0.0000 295.196 93.4325 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z104.782 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD294.573, Z86.161 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP4,N 5000.00000,E 4598.81559,EL123.403,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.460 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
4 3 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 4 3 AR 0.0000 295.196 93.4320 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD294.573, Z104.782 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD294.574, Z104.789 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.007 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 4 K1 AR 43.3630 56.556 111.5535 
SS 4 K2 AR 60.1655 64.162 111.0040 
SS 4 K3 AR 66.5350 65.309 110.4050 
SS 4 K4 AR 73.4745 64.839 112.3300 
SS 4 K5 AR 80.1205 69.251 110.5015 
SS 4 K6 AR 81.2355 76.179 108.0130 
SS 4 L1 AR 91.0830 42.427 120.2845 
SS 4 L2 AR 96.3720 48.183 118.0345 
SS 4 L3 AR 98.5930 51.420 116.5640 
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SS 4 L4 AR 102.3800 55.060 115.0355 
SS 4 L5 AR 103.1515 57.736 115.0825 
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SS 4 L6 AR 102.5625 61.340 114.0215 
SS 4 L7 AR 104.2505 64.957 112.0305 
SS 4 L8 AR 104.1235 69.938 109.0845 
SS 4 M1 AR 121.1955 45.496 117.3715 
SS 4 M2 AR 121.5715 48.227 116.4725 
SS 4 M3 AR 122.1725 53.070 115.4025 
SS 4 M4 AR 122.1255 56.968 113.4150 
SS 4 M5 AR 124.1120 63.937 112.2130 
SS 4 M6 AR 124.2835 69.220 110.1645 
SS 4 M7 AR 124.4605 71.079 108.5235 
SS 4 M8 AR 126.1645 76.831 106.4015 
Note 
OC,OP4,N 5000.00000,E 4598.81559,EL123.403,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.460 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
4 3 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 4 3 AR 0.0000 295.194 93.4305 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD294.573, Z104.782 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD294.573, Z104.811 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.029 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
5 2314357.558 5762630.087 412.7300 
InstHt RodHt 
5.310 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
5 4 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 5 4 AR 0.0000 93.416 91.5640 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z123.403 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z120.634 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP5,N 5000.00000,E 4505.45356,EL126.173,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.310 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
5 4 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 5 4 AR 0.0000 93.416 91.5615 
Note 
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Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z123.403 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z123.415 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.011 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 5 N1 AR 83.2045 44.940 118.5045 
SS 5 N2 AR 95.0900 53.069 115.1520 
SS 5 N3 AR 96.1110 58.960 114.1515 
SS 5 N4 AR 97.0000 64.518 112.4345 
SS 5 N5 AR 96.5700 68.501 111.4735 
SS 5 N6 AR 94.5340 72.071 110.3530 
SS 5 N7 AR 95.2830 73.085 109.2440 
SS 5 N8 AR 94.5405 77.028 107.4235 
SS 5 N9 AR 121.1355 60.807 111.2525 
SS 5 O1 AR 121.1400 60.808 111.3025 
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SS 5 O2 AR 120.4400 67.206 111.2425 
SS 5 O3 AR 122.0910 74.003 109.5800 
SS 5 O4 AR 123.0715 78.973 108.1010 
SS 5 O5 AR 123.4025 81.315 106.5255 
Note 
OC,OP5,N 5000.00000,E 4505.45356,EL126.173,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.310 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
5 4 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 5 4 AR 0.0000 93.415 91.5620 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z123.403 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD93.361, Z123.413 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD-0.001, Z0.009 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 5 P1 AR 151.5050 73.455 105.4110 
SS 5 P2 AR 151.2930 79.866 105.1425 
SS 5 P3 AR 150.4035 91.507 103.3935 
SS 5 P4 AR 149.3315 102.035 102.5625 
SS 5 P5 AR 149.0930 108.472 102.1300 
SS 5 P6 AR 148.5825 121.114 100.4105 
SS 5 P7 AR 148.5135 125.582 99.5400 
Note 
OC,OP5,N 5000.00000,E 4505.45356,EL126.173,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.310 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
5 4 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 5 4 AR 0.0000 93.416 91.5615 
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Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z123.403 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z123.415 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.011 
DT04-21-2012 
TM20:41:23 
CA 5 NAD83 
Equipment: TPS 300/400/800 SN:830179 
TS Scale: 1.00000000 
Scale Point not used 
EDM Mode: Standard 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
2 5000.0000 5000.0000 100.0000 
1 4943.1897 4943.1897 96.3105 
Note 
DT04-22-2012 
TM11:30:34 
CA 5 NAD83 
Equipment: TPS 300/400/800 SN:830179 
TS Scale: 1.00000000 
Scale Point not used 
EDM Mode: Standard 
P.C. mm Applied: -11.3000 (Leica 360:backsight) 
OC,OP5,N 5000.00000,E 4505.45356,EL126.173,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.410 4.910 
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OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
5 4 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 5 4 AR 0.0000 113.394 88.5250 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD93.362, Z123.403 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD113.372, Z128.888 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD20.010, Z5.485 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
6 2314440.397 5762707.501 409.9900 
InstHt RodHt 
5.410 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
6 5 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 6 5 AR 0.0000 113.393 88.5250 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z126.173 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD113.371, Z128.888 
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Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP6,N 5000.00000,E 4392.08243,EL123.458,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.410 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
6 5 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 6 5 AR 0.0000 113.393 88.5250 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD113.371, Z126.173 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD113.371, Z126.173 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 6 Q1 AR 81.1435 32.574 115.2735 
SS 6 Q2 AR 84.4115 39.493 111.3450 
SS 6 Q3 AR 88.1720 50.175 113.2640 
SS 6 Q4 AR 84.5615 44.317 111.1815 
SS 6 Q5 AR 87.4645 57.063 110.3725 
SS 6 Q6 AR 88.4900 62.480 108.3530 
SS 6 Q7 AR 90.4945 68.909 105.4500 
SS 6 R1 AR 112.5505 52.555 112.0905 
SS 6 R2 AR 114.1325 62.706 108.1525 
SS 6 R3 AR 113.3555 70.260 106.2400 
SS 6 R4 AR 111.3920 71.670 104.5355 
Note 
OC,OP6,N 5000.00000,E 4392.08243,EL123.458,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.410 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
6 5 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 6 5 AR 0.0000 113.393 88.5310 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD113.371, Z126.173 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD113.371, Z126.162 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z-0.011 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
Page 7 of 11 
7 2314484.175 5762736.656 408.5900 
InstHt RodHt 
5.120 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
7 6 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 7 6 AR 0.0000 52.606 88.4510 
Note 
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Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z123.458 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD52.593, Z124.813 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP7,N 5000.00000,E 4339.48900,EL122.103,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
5.120 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
7 6 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 7 6 AR 0.0000 52.606 88.4510 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD52.593, Z123.458 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD52.593, Z123.458 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.000 
OC,OP7,N 5000.00000,E 4339.48900,EL122.103,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
4.600 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
7 6 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 7 6 AR 0.0000 52.626 88.1050 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD52.593, Z123.458 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD52.599, Z123.464 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.006, Z0.006 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 7 S1 AR 109.0400 23.515 114.0745 
SS 7 S2 AR 105.0910 29.723 112.1610 
SS 7 S3 AR 104.1355 35.095 112.3305 
SS 7 S4 AR 103.0800 42.589 113.4820 
SS 7 S5 AR 100.2135 47.055 112.0640 
SS 7 S6 AR 100.5530 51.554 109.2255 
SS 7 S7 AR 101.3630 55.452 107.0505 
SS 7 S8 AR 101.4255 59.478 105.3340 
SS 7 S9 AR 145.0040 46.345 104.1520 
SS 7 T1 AR 142.1855 42.646 105.2555 
SS 7 T2 AR 136.5650 46.583 104.1630 
SS 7 T3 AR 134.4905 52.545 108.3550 
SS 7 T4 AR 132.4315 55.968 107.3630 
SS 7 T5 AR 130.0325 59.633 105.4955 
SS 7 T6 AR 128.0915 62.750 104.3325 
SS 7 T7 AR 126.1755 65.979 103.2940 
SS 7 T8 AR 124.3450 72.328 102.0800 
SS 7 T9 AR 124.3105 75.808 99.4010 
SS 7 U1 AR 144.5400 59.220 105.2740 
SS 7 U2 AR 138.0715 68.427 103.3500 
SS 7 U3 AR 137.2355 74.376 102.1420 
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SS 7 U4 AR 161.5010 57.095 99.2720 
SS 7 U5 AR 164.4020 56.524 98.3750 
SS 7 U6 AR 170.0950 54.282 95.2310 
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SS 7 U7 AR 175.5805 53.246 91.0650 
Note 
OC,OP7,N 5000.00000,E 4339.48900,EL122.103,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
4.600 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
7 6 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 7 6 AR 0.0000 52.625 88.1045 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD52.593, Z123.458 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD52.598, Z123.465 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.005, Z0.007 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
8 2314569.773 5762799.976 407.4000 
InstHt RodHt 
4.600 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
8 7 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 8 7 AR 0.0000 106.463 89.1345 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z122.103 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.453, Z123.225 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP8,N 5000.00000,E 4233.03585,EL120.980,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
4.600 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
8 7 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 8 7 AR 0.0000 106.463 89.1345 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD106.453, Z122.103 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.453, Z122.103 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.000 
InstHt RodHt 
4.600 8.360 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 8 U8 AR 38.1600 42.746 101.4015 
SS 8 V1 AR 36.3455 42.789 101.0855 
SS 8 V2 AR 47.1625 44.215 101.5440 
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SS 8 V3 AR 59.5905 47.229 101.5655 
SS 8 V4 AR 64.4935 48.931 101.1145 
SS 8 V5 AR 70.0900 50.603 100.1220 
SS 8 V6 AR 70.2545 51.789 95.2355 
SS 8 V7 AR 95.4445 18.663 112.2400 
SS 8 W2 AR 97.0955 23.319 112.3925 
SS 8 W3 AR 99.2230 28.158 109.0455 
SS 8 W4 AR 101.3300 31.842 105.5320 
SS 8 W5 AR 103.0805 41.813 100.3005 
SS 8 W6 AR 94.4250 50.806 95.2655 
SS 8 W7 AR 94.0835 66.742 89.5800 
Note 
OC,OP8,N 5000.00000,E 4233.03585,EL120.980,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
4.600 4.910 
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OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
8 7 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 8 7 AR 0.0000 106.463 89.1320 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD106.453, Z122.103 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD106.453, Z122.116 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.013 
Calculated Occupied Point Coordinates from Backsight Check 
PntNo Northing Easting Elevation Description 
9 2314674.138 5762914.425 410.8600 
InstHt RodHt 
4.790 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
9 8 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 9 8 AR 0.0000 154.794 91.1220 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z120.980 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD154.759, Z117.604 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HDN/A, ZN/A 
OC,OP9,N 5000.00000,E 4078.27642,EL124.357,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
4.790 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
9 8 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 9 8 AR 0.0000 154.794 91.1215 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD154.759, Z120.980 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD154.760, Z120.984 
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Delta: AR0°00'00", HD0.000, Z0.004 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
SS 9 X1 AR 18.3255 71.517 97.5540 
SS 9 X2 AR 21.5550 72.702 97.4220 
SS 9 X3 AR 27.4345 72.838 98.0355 
SS 9 X4 AR 15.5115 61.355 98.0500 
SS 9 X5 AR 21.0350 57.881 99.1615 
SS 9 X6 AR 23.2425 59.064 104.0040 
SS 9 X7 AR 27.5305 60.414 102.2635 
SS 9 X8 AR 30.3835 61.318 98.2725 
SS 9 X9 AR 27.2640 47.558 99.3645 
SS 9 W8 AR 17.4155 37.385 100.3335 
SS 9 Y2 AR 17.0150 37.307 100.3225 
SS 9 Y3 AR 26.3900 37.666 103.4415 
SS 9 Y4 AR 37.3210 40.449 100.5045 
SS 9 Y5 AR 40.2430 41.210 98.5335 
SS 9 Y6 AR 24.2055 26.687 104.2805 
SS 9 Y7 AR 39.0450 28.491 109.0115 
SS 9 Y8 AR 47.2615 28.367 106.0455 
SS 9 Y9 AR 34.1755 22.148 99.4515 
SS 9 Y10 AR 54.0420 17.047 110.4835 
SS 9 Y11 AR 65.3515 10.839 120.2110 
SS 9 Y12 AR 80.4920 15.393 116.1210 
SS 9 Y13 AR 83.5520 21.048 103.4305 
SS 9 Y14 AR 96.5600 13.713 110.0835 
SS 9 Y15 AR 121.0005 12.395 114.2410 
SS 9 Y16 AR 110.1625 16.519 107.5340 
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SS 9 Y17 AR 110.2250 21.600 101.3415 
SS 9 Y18 AR 130.1345 26.084 93.4735 
SS 9 Y19 AR 138.2015 23.103 94.2535 
SS 9 Y20 AR 147.2810 21.634 104.2255 
Note 
OC,OP9,N 5000.00000,E 4078.27642,EL124.357,-- 
InstHt RodHt 
4.790 4.910 
OcPt BsPt Azi SetAzi 
9 8 0.0000 
OcPt FsPt HorzAngle SlopeDist ZenithAng Description 
BD 9 8 AR 0.0000 154.786 91.1220 
Note 
Calculated: AR0°00'00", HD154.759, Z120.980 
Measured: AR0°00'00", HD154.751, Z120.981 
Delta: AR0°00'00", HD-0.008, Z0.000 
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